TOSSUPS - OKLAHOMA #3
SWORD BOWL 2007 (UTC/OklahomalDrake)
Questions by Oklahoma (Emily Duda, Jessica Sagona and Jeremy Hixson) with duplicate insurance by Tennessee,
Mehdi Razvi,Travis Vitello, and your genial quizmaster

1.
During the 1980s, this 3000-acre compound was used as a Hmong refugee center before being abandoned.
Serviced by the airstrip at Port Kaituma, it was originally leased from the government by its namesake in 1974. After a
meeting which included noted attorneys Mark Lane and Charles Garry, California Congressman Leo Ryan and several of
his party were shot and killed. FTP, name this communal settlement in Guyana which in November 1978 saw
approximately 1,000 members of the People's Temple cult commit suicide by drinking cyanide-laced Flavor-Aid.
Jonestown
Answer:
2.
The term was first used by Paul Ehrenfest in 1911 , but the concept, which is related to work by Einstein and two
namesake physicists, dates back to 1905. The problem was eventually eliminated by the use of Planck' s law of black
body radiation, which could be applied to electromagnetic energy where the equipartition theorem or classical mechanics
could not be. FTP, what is this paradox from classical physics which suggested that an ideal black body at thermal
equilibrium would emit radiation in the short wavelength region of the electromagnetic spectrum?
Ultraviolet Catastrophe or Rayleigh-Jeans Catastrophe
Answer:
3.
His first short story, "The Journey of Alija Derzelez", sees the author reinvent the titular Muslim hero as
imbecilic and generally unlikable. Omer Pasha Latas was published posthumously and deals with the title character's
service to the Ottoman Sultan Abdul Mejid in the Balkans. 1945 saw him publish three parts of his Bosnian Trilogy,
including The Days of the Consuls and The Womanfrom Sarajevo . FTP, name this Yugoslav author and Nobel Laureate,
best known for the novel Bridge on the Drina.
Answer:
Ivo Andric
4.
This view first appeared in the philosophy of Gorgias, a pre-Socratic sophist, and is also seen in celtain versions
of Taoism and Buddhism, which argue that drawing a distinction between self and the universe is an absurd and arbitrary
artifact of language and not an inherent aspect of reality. Some objections include death, pain, and language, though all of
these can be countered with an appeal to free will. FTP, what is this metaphysical belief that nothing exists except for
one ' s own self and that everything else is an extension of one ' s existence?
Solipsism
Answer:
5.
His most famous collection of woodcuts actually consists of an additional 10 paintings, which were added after
the initial publication of the work. It was followed up later by a larger collection of one hundred works covering the same
subject and theine. In 1820, he produced The Dream of the Fisherman's Wife, which may be the first example of tentacle
porn, and features two octopodes performing sexual acts on a woman. FTP, name this Japanese ukiyo-e artist, who best
known works in the West is Beneath the Great Wave off Kanagawa, which is part of his 36 Views of MI. Fuji.
Answer:
Hokusai Katsushika
6.
Though it is surrounded by a layer of chromatin, it is not separated from the surrounding material by a
membrane. It dissipates during cellular reproduction, but is now believed to .play a palt in that cycle. It is also thought to
be responsible for the production of a number of minor types of RNA and is noted for the high concentration of rONA
found within it, which helps in its primary function. FTP, what are these smaller organelles found within the nuclei of
many eukaryotic cells, the primary function of which is the construction of new ribosomes?
Nucleolus
Answer:
7.
The eighth point arrived at by this body argued that the extension of maritime law through the jurisdiction of the
Admiralty courts was an inherent infringement on the rights of the colonists. Delegates to this assembly included several
members ofiIie Second Continental Congress, including Thomas McKean, John Dickinson, and Caesar Rodney. The
principal work of this body was the "Declaration of Rights and Grievances," which outlined fourteen colonial complaints.
FTP, name this body which was organized in 1765 to protest the imposition of a namesake tax on the American colonies.
Stamp Act Congress
Answer:

' 8..
(CS) Its five sections are "The Awakening of Joyful Feelings Upon Arrival in the Country", "The Brook", "Village
Festival", "The Storm", and "The Shepherd's Song." These are the programmatic subtitles given by the originator to a work
he intended "more as an expression offeeling than as a painting." Written in }808, it's in thel<ey ofF major and cataloged as
opus 68 of Ludwig von Beethoven. FTP name this symphony, featured in Disney' s original Fantasia.
Answer:
Sixth or Pastoral Symphony
9.
When the play's protagonist is bound in chains, he causes an earthquake, which destroys the city's palace and
starts a fire. He was put into chains when he did not answer the questions that had been put to him by the king of Thebes,
Pentheus. Pentheus had previously stopped both his grandfather and the city's most respected elder, Cadmus and Tiresias
from celebrating the Dionysiac mysteries, but is himself so interested that he goes in drag to spy on the maenads. FTP,
name this Euripides play, which ends with the titular women killing Pentheus.
Answer:
The Bacclwe
10.
With the exception of the pilot, she has been voiced in every appearance by Lori Alan. Her original name was
Seidelman, which was presumably changed after she entered show business. Her first husband committed suicide, a fact
which has been used to torment her, by one of her co-workers. She has hosted her own namesake talk show, and she
appeared in a senseless independent film while in college. FTP, name this news anchor from Family Guy, the co-host of
Tom Tucker.
Answer:
Diane Sandlor Simmons (Accept either bolded paft)
11.
Hoy, its second largest island, is notable for both the large Cliffs found at St. John's Head and for the so-called
Old Man of Hoy, a large sea pillar. The largest and most-populated island is called the Mainland, a corruption of its
original Norse name, and is home to Skara Brae, Europe' s most complete Neolithic settlement. The Pentland Firth
separates them from Scotland and they are also home to the area known as Scapa Flow, which was used as a naval base
during both World Wars. FTP, name this British archipelago found nOltheast of Scotland.
Answer:
Orkney Islands
12.
(MR) Boltzmann's constant, and the inverses of Planck ' s constant and temperature replace its frequency factor in
transition state theory, though Trautz and Lewis theorized that factor to be changing proportionally to the square root of
temperature. It is often used to relate the natural logarithm of the rate constant to the inverse oftemperature, and its
namesake simply multiplied the experimentally determi~ed A factor by a power of the activation energy. FTP identify
this equation named for a Swedish chemist.
Answer:
Arrhenius equation
13.
Mrs. Reynolds, a housekeeper, says that she never had a cross word from him in her life and that she's known him
since he was four. His aunt who lives at Rosings Park indicates that it his her wish, as well as the wish of his late mother,
that he marry her daughter Anne. However, he finds himself admiring the 'fine eyes' of another lady. After a disastrous
first proposal, is finally accepted after he reunites Jane and Bingely and saves Lydia. FTP, name this 'proud' Jane Austen
protagonist who falls in love with Elizabeth Bennett.
Answer:
Fitzwilliam Darcy
14.
He only came to power amongst his own tribe through the help of Dingiswayo, the leader of the Mthethwa,
whom he later avenged after the latter's assassination by the Zwide, chieftain of the Ndwandwe tribe . He faced potential
usurpers in the form of his half-brothers, Mhlangana and Dingane, and in order to secure his accession to his throne, he
had his brother, Sigujana, the intended heir, murdered. FTP, name this Zulu chieftain, known for forging that tribe into
the pre-eminent power in South Africa during the early 19th Century.
Answer:
Shaka Zulu
15 .
(TV) In the English Language, "null" varieties are commonly used to indicate singularity of nouns and the 3rd
person present tense of verbs. "Cranberry" ones no longer have meaning, but remain necessary to differentiate between
words. " Bound" ones, such as prefixes, must be used in conjunction with a "free" one to form a valid word. FTP, name
this smallest unit of a language that has semantic meaning.
Answer:
morpheme

16 .
Along with those of Jupiter and Mars, his priests were part ofthe class of "flamines maiores" and, like the other
two deities, spolia were dedicated to him. He was originally a Sabine war god and his name comes from their word for
lance. He became an import god of governance, law, and politics in Rome because his name is also cognate with the
name for the Senate house, among other words. FTP, who is this Roman and Italic god, best known as the deified
Romulus?
Answer:
Quirinus
17.
Tobe is the title character's servant, performing the cooking and various tasks around the house, especially the
gardening. The title figure does not pay her taxes, after Colonel Sartoris explains to her that she does not have to because
of a debt owed by the town to her father. She was to marry Homer Barron, who may have been a homosexual, but when
he declared his intentions to leave, he was killed and kept in an upstairs room. FTP, name this short story by William
Faulkner, which ends with one the title character' s grey hairs being found next to that long-dead corpse.
Answer:
A Rose for Emily
18.
One of the two key vacancies it created was filled two months later by William Saxbe; while the other was
intended to be left vacant, public pressure led to the appointment of Leon Jaworski. It was prompted by the refusal of the
so-called Stennis Compromise, which would have used the namesake Mississippi Senator as an intermediary in handling
key evidence. Both Attorney General Elliot Richardson and his top deputy, William Ruckelshaus, balked and resigned,
leaving the third-in-command, Solicitor General Robeli Bork, to carry out the President's wishes. FTP give the popular
name for the events of Oct. 20, 1973, when President Nixon demanded the firing of Archibald Cox, the special prosecutor
investigating the Watergate break-in.
Answer:
Saturday Night Massacre
19.
The title creature comes between Lammas and the equinox in 1928 and the men who accompany the protagonist
to battle it are Francis Morgan and Warren Rice. Whipporwhills are present at many of the deaths that occur in this story
and trill the Halloween night that Lavinia disappears. The first twin seeks out a book from Dr. Armitage and is killed by a
dog in his pursuit of it. His brother then escapes and it ends with a satire oftl1e crucifixion as the twin screams for his
father Yog-Sothoth atop a hill. FTP, name this H.P. Lovecraft story about the Whaetley twins.
Answer:
The Dumviclt Horror
20.
It was d~scovered in August 1877, a mere 6 days after its companion, by Asaph Hall. Stickney Crater is its largest
and most distinct feature, an impact crater which is thought to have nearly destroyed the body, and it is named after
Hall ' s wife. It was once proposed that this body is hollow, but that is not generally accepted today. Its orbit is decreasing,
which will one day result in it becoming a ring around its planet and its orbit is so quick that it rises in the west and sets
in the east. FTP, what is this moon, the larger and innermost of Mars' s two natural satellites?
Answer:
Phobos
21 .
(UT) Born in 1860, at Kirriemuir, Forfarshire, Scotland, a town he afterwards immortalized as Thrums, he was
one often children of a hand-loom weaver, who managed to give him a good education, including matriculation at
Edinburgh University, where he became friends with Arthur Conan Doyle and Robeli Louis Stevenson. He began his
career in journalism, on the "Nottingham Daily Journal," but soon moved to London where he began writing novels such
as Auld Licht Idylls (1888). Next Came A Window in Thrums (1889), and The Little Minister (1891). The inspiration for
his most famous work, Peter Llewelyn-Davies, killed himself by jumping in front of a London Underground train in
1960. FTP, name this author of Peter Pan.
Answer:
James M. Barrie
22.
He was a brother of Pazuzu, the demonic king of the winds, and was described variously as having a leonine head
and a face composed of the guts of humans beats. His death enraged Enlil, who had appointed him to his sacred position,
but he took no action against Shamash, who had aided in the slaying, nor against the mortals who had performed the act.
FTP, name this monstrolls creature from Sumerian and Babylonian mythology which served as' guardian over the Cedar
Forest and who was slain by Gilgamesh and Enkidu.
Answer:
Humbaba or Huwawa
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1.
F10PE, identify each of the following works by Vincent van Gogh from a description.
A. With this 1885 work, van Gogh,argued that he wished to depict actual peasant life. Of the five titular people depicted,
3 have heavily distorted faces, while one is depicted semi-realistically, and one is shown from the back.
Answer: The Potato Eaters or De Aardappeleters
B. This painting, arguably van Gogh's most famous, consists of an amalgam of scenes and landmarks visible around the
asylum in which van Gogh was staying in 1889.
Answer: Starry Night
C. This portrait of a friend of van Gogh ' s was purchased for a then-record $82.5 million by Ryoei Saito, who suggested
that he would have the painting cremated with him. Its whereabouts are unknown since his 1996 death.
Answer: Portrait of Dr. Gadlet
2.
F lOPE, identify each of the following about an American playwright.
A. This African-American playwright, who died in October, 2005, is best remembered for the ten-play Pittsburgh Cycle,
which begins with Germ of the Ocean and ends with his final work Radio Golf.
Answer: August Wilson or Fredrik August Kittel
B. Wilson ' s best known play, this Pulitzer-winning work set in the I 950s depicts the break down of Troy's family, as he
has an affair with Alberta, loses both her and his wife Rose, and alienates his son Cory.
Answer: Fences
C. Another Pulitzer Prize-winning play, this work, which is set in the 1930s, features two siblings, Boy Willie an~
Berneice, as they debate whether to sell the title object.
'
Answer: The Piano Lesson
3.
F5PE and a bonus 5 for all correct, name these vitamins from the diseases caused by a deficiency of them .
A. Scurvy
Answer: Vitamin C or Ascorbic Acid
B. Beriberi
Answer: Vitamin Bl or Thiamine
C. Rickets
Answer: Vitamin D or Ergocalciferol or Cholecalciferol
D. Nightblindness
Answer: Vitamin A or Retinol
E. Pellagra
Answer: Vitamin B3 or Niacin
4.
(CS) Only a handful offilms have won 5 or more Academy Awards without taking home the Best Picture Oscar.
FTPE name these examples from clues:
Winners from this 1972 film included Lead Actress Liza Minnelli, Supporting Actor Joel Grey, and Director Bob Fosse
Cabaret
Answer:
In 1977 this film racked up seven Oscars, including a special award for sound effects, an editing Oscar shared by the
director' s then-wife and the third Oscar for composerJohn Williams.
Answer:
Star Wars [accept Episode IV : A New Hope, but back then it was just friggin ' Star Wars]
This film's Oscars in 1964 included Best Original Song for "Chim Chim Cher-ee" and Best Actress for Julie Andrews.
' Answer:
Mary Poppins

(

5.
F10PE, identify each of the following people related to the US presidential election of 1860.
A. This Illinois senator ran as the Northern Democratic candidate and, though he was second in the popular vote, he
finished fourth in the Electoral-College.
.
Answer: Stephen Douglas
B. This then-incumbent vice-president from Kentucky ran as the Southern Democratic candidate and finished second in
the Electoral College. He served as a general during the Civil War.
Answer: John Cabell Breckenridge
C. Elected Vice President on the Republican ticket with Lincoln was this Maine Senator, dropped from the ticket in 1864.
Answer: Hannibal Hamlin
6.
F10PE, identify each of the following Platonic dialogues, all of which surround Sokrates's trial and death.
A. This work details Sokrates's trial for corruption of the youth and includes several famous scenes, including Sokrates's
explanation of the Delphic oracle and his call to be rewarded as the sentence for his conviction.
Answer: The Apology of Sokrates or Apologia Sokratous
B ..This work details Sokrates' s death by drinking hemlock and includes the first mention of the theory offorms and the
immortality of the spirit.
Answer: PIUledo or Phaidoll
C. This work precedes The Apology and features Sokrates speaking with the title figure about the nature of piety. At the
same time, he argues against the title character' s prosecution of his father for manslaughter.
Answer: Euthyphro or Euthyphron
7.
Identify the African country from cities F lOPE, or, F5PE, if you need the capital city.
A. 10) Ibadan and Benin City - but no, the answer is not Benin
5) Abuja -- formerly Lagos
Answer: Nigeria
B. 10) Eldoret, Kisumu, Mombasa
5) Nairobi
Answer: Kenya
C. 10) Juba, AI Fashi r, Omdurman
5) Khmioum
Answer: Sudan
8.
F lOPE, identify each of the following sholi works by Mark Twain.
A. After suffering some offense, the title stranger leaves a sack of gold, which he claims is a repayment for a kindness
done him in the past. Resultantly, all the people of the town scheme to acquire the gold.
Answer: The Man That [or Who} Corrupted Hadlevburg
R Dan ' l Webster is the title creature, which Jim Smiley bets a stranger that he canjump the furthest of all. He loses when
the stranger fills Dan ' l with birdshot.
Answer: The Celebrated Jumping Frog of Calaveras COUlltv (Accept The Notorious Jumping Frog of Calaveras
County or Jim Smiley alld His Jumping Frog; there are probably other variants)
C. A stranger arrives at a church while the congregation is praying for victory in impending battles, only to inform them
that there is an unspoken part of their prayer which curses "their neighbor".
Answer: The War Prayer
9.
(CS) For 10 pts. each, name these figures associated with the nearest miss of the many plots to kill Hitler, the
bomb explosion of July 20, 1944:
(a) Th is one-armed staff officer of noble stock actually carried the briefcase with the bomb.
Answer:
Claus von Stauffenberg
(b) Perhaps the only plotter too famous to be executed, this master of tank strategy was instead allowed to kill himself so
that his family would not lose their inheritance.
Answer:
Erwin Rommel
(c) This theologian, author of The Cost of Discipleship, somehow was linked with the plot even though he was in
Buchenwald at the time. Hitler had him hanged just before the camp's liberation in Apr. 1945.
Answer:
Dietrich Bonhoffe.o

(

10.
IdentifY the following greenhouse gases F lOPE.
A. This category of gas has a lifetime of around 100 years and is still fourid primarily in old refrigerators. Their
production has been halted in many countries.
Answer: Chlorofluorocarbons or CFCs
B. This gas can be used in car engines to increase performance, butis better known as laughing gas.
Answer: Nitrous oxide or Dinitrogen oxide or Dinitrogen monoxide or N2 0
C. Despite being present in low quantities, this gas is 22,000 times more potent than carbon dioxide in trapping heat in
the atmosphere. It has several medical applications and when inhaled causes the voice to deepen .
Answer: Sulfur hexafluoride or SF6
11.
F lOPE, identifY each of the following dynasties from Chinese history.
A. This dynasty lasted from 960 to 1279 and is divided into the Northern and Southern periods based on the location of
its capital. It was forced south by the Jurchen invasions and finally succumbed to the Mongols.
Answer: Song Dynasty or Song Chao
B. This dynasty, sometimes known as the Mongol, was established by Kublai Khan in 1271, the same year in which that
ruler began his conquest ofthe Southern Song.
Answer: Yuan Dynasty or Yuan Chao
C. Succeeding the Yuan, this dynasty was established in 1368 by Zhu Yuanzhang and fell in the I i h Century after the
advent of the Manchu Qing Dynasty.
Answer: Ming Dynasty or Ming Chao
12.
IdentifY each of the following associated with determining intelligence Fl OPE.
A. This French psychologist was the first to publish a modern intelligence test in 1905 . His goals were initially to help
learning disabled children, and he also studied the cognitive abilities of chess masters.
Answer: Alfred Binet
B. This French psychologist worked with Binet and helped him to revise his intelligence test in 1908 and 1911. He is
credited with turning Jean Piaget onto the study of developmental psychology.
Answer: Theodore Simon
C. This test was developed after Lewis Terman adapted Binet's and Simon ' s work further. It was named in part for the
university that he was working at and is the model for many modern IQ tests.
Answer: Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale
13 .
FIOPE, identifY the following plant palts.
A. This is the term used for a portion of the stem which is located underground and used to store nutrients and water for
the plant. Edible examples include potatoes.
Answer: Tuber
B. Tubers are examples of this horizontal stem, which is located underground and helps the plant with vegetative
reproduction . They are sometimes called rootstocks and an edible example includes ginger root.
Answer: Rhizome
C. This is the term used for a horizontal, above-ground stem which acts to spread the plant vegetatively. The most
common example of a plant with these is the strawberry.
Answer: Stolon or Runner
14.
F lOPE, identifY the following Chilean writers from clues.
A. This poet became the first Chilean to win the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1945 and is best known for collections and
poems such as Sonnets of Death, His Name Is Today, Desolation, and Tenderness.
Answer: Gabriel Mistral
B. This poet one the Nobel Prize for Literature in 1971 and is remembered today for several collections, including 100
Love Sonnets and 20 Love Poems and One Song of Despair.
Answer: Pablo Neruda
C. This author of works such as City of Beasts, Kingdom of the Golden Dragon, and Paula is best remembered for her
1982 novel The House of Spirits.
Answer: Isabel Allende
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15.
Answer the following about the history of the Carolina Panthers, Fl OPE.
A. One of the first players cut by the Panthers' franchise was this former University of Georgia lineman who had been
picked up from the Atlanta Falcons. --He has since consoled himself with a highly successful pro wrestling career.
Answer: Bill Goldberg
B. This man served as the Panthers' second head coach, from 1999-2001. In his final season, the team went 1-15, and he
was replaced by John Fox. He's better known as the ponytailed coach of the San Francisco 4gers' last Super Bowl win.
Answer: George Seifert
C. Among the numerous off-field troubles plaguing the franchise was the murder of this running back by his wife as he
walked in the front door of his home.
Answer: Fred Lane
16.
Identify each of these works by Austrian composer Johann Strauss II, also known as The Waltz King, Fl OPE.
A. Strauss's most famous waltz, this piece was originally composed with lyrics, but became far more popular after it was
re-composed as an instrumental piece for the World ' s Fair in Paris in 1867.
Answer: On the Beautifitl Blue Danube or An der schonen blall Donau
B. This work is Strauss' s best-known and most-performed operetta and takes its name from the costume Falke was
humiliated in and takes his revenge for.
Answer: Die Fliedermalls or The Bat or The Flyil1g-Mouse
C. Strauss' s only ballet, this work is based on a traditional fairy tale, but is set in a department store, a setting which
displeased the composer as well as many others. It was u.nfinished at his death and completed by Josef Bayer.
Answer: Ascllellbrodel
17.
F lOPE, identify each of the following from the history of the Balkans.
A. Austria-Hungary formally annexed this territory in 1908. It is thought by some that the possibility of uniting this
province with Croatia and forming a triune empire prompted the assassination of Franz Ferdinand.
Answer: Bosnia-Herzegovina
B. The Habsburgs originally gained control of Bosnia through this conference which was convened to renegotiate the
Treaty of San Stefano between Russia and the Ottomans.
Answer: Congress of Berlin
C. In 1463,Bosnia finally fell to the Ottomans under this sultan, who is best known for his capture of the city of
Constantinople ten years earlier.
Answer: Mehmed II or Mehmed the Conqueror
18.
Identify each ofthe following related to the philosophy of Master Kong or Confucius F lOPE.
A. This is the collection of Confucius' s thoughts and philosophical discussions which is a central tenet of his philosophy.
It was collected by his disciples during the Warring States Period.
Answer: Analects or Lun Yu
B. This nian is considered the second-greatest philosopher in Confucianism, behind only its namesake. His primary
contribution was the idea of innate human morality and the corrupting nature of society.
Answer: Mengzi or Mencius
C. This branch of the philosophy was developed primarily during the Southern Song. Its leading figure was Zha XL
Answer: Neo-Confucianism or Lixue
19.
F lOPE, identify each of the following related to Gulliver's third journey in Gulliver 's Travels.
A. This is the floating island which rescues Gulliver after he is left on an island by pirates. It is inhabited by creatures
who pursue science and mathematics without any purpose or common sense.
Answer: Laputa
B. While in the country of the Luggnaggians, Gulliver discovers these humans, which are immortal, but also age
constantly. They are born with a red dot directly above the eyebrow, which changes color with age:
Answer: Struldbrugs
C. After leaving Luggnagg, Gulliver arriv~s in this real-life East Asian nation, where he is taken back to England via a
Dutch trading vessel.
Answer: Japan

20.
F lOPE, identify each of the following related to String Theory from clues.
A. According to string theory, these are multi-dimensional extensions of strings, representing volume, time, and so on.
Their name is a clipped form of the shape that the two-dimensional variety takes.
Answer: Branes
B. This theory, proposed by Edward Witten in 1995, unifies the 5 formulations of string theory and also attempts to
reconcile relativistic gravity with quantum mechanics.
Answer: M Theory
C. In order to reconcile the different formulations of string theory, the number of dimensions proposed in M Theory
increased from 10 to this number.
Answer: 11
2 I.
Quetzalcoatl-related things FTPE:
A. In his form as TlahuizcalpantecuhtIi, Quetzalcoatl was a deification of the morning star and was a twin of this god,
who represented the evening star.
Answer: Xolotl
B. This god was also considered a twin and opposite of Quetzalcoatl and his name means "smoking mirror". He is a god
of the night, darkness, and the north.
Answer: Tezcatlipoca
C. As a god of fertility and rain, Quetzalcoatl was often associated with this Nahuatal water deity. He was the patron god
ofTeotihuacan and children were drowned and offered as sacrifices to him by the Aztecs.
Answer: Tlaloc or-Nuhuapilli
22.
FI0PE, identify these American generals from the Vietnam War.
A. In 1962, he became the first commander of the Military Assistance Command, Vietnam and oversaw the initial
deployment of US combat troops in the country.
Answer: Paul Donal Harkins
B. This man took command of MACV from Paul Harkins in 1964 and served until his promotion in 1968 to Army Chief
of Staff. He is controversial today because of reports about Viet Cong troop levels and for the Tet Offensive.
Answer: William Childs Westmoreland
C. He succeeded Westmoreland as both commander of MACV and as Army Chief of Staff and oversaw the decrease in
the American presence in Vietnam. His command saw most of the reaction to the My Lai Massacre.
Answer: Creighton Williams Abrams, Jr.

